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Goals

To make conjectures that advance mathematics

that advance science

and to model other human behaviors that require intelligence.



Automating Conjecture-Making

Our framework:

I Statements are about Objects which have Invariants and
Properties.

I Conjectures have the form of Invariant-relation or
Property-Relation statements.

Purpose of the talk:

I To relate some experiments.

I To relate a program or code-base that might be useful.

I To suggest that much more is possible.



Types of Conjectures

Invariant-relations: relations between numbers associated with
some kind of object.

Hadamard’s Inequality: determinant ≤ product of the euclidean
lengths of the column vectors.

Property-relations: relations between properties associated with
some kind of object.

Chvatal-Erdös Theorem: if the independence number <=
vertex-connectivity then it has a Hamiltonian cycle.



Our Program

Black box.

Main heuristic idea from Fajtlowicz’s Graffiti.

Ingredients: Objects, Invariants, Properties, Choice of Invariant or
property of interest, choice of upper or lower bounds



A Simple Example



A First Example



What you get

Conjectures that are true for all input objects.

Conjectures that successively say something not implied by any
previously output conjecture.



Number Theory—Riemann Hypothesis

Invariant of Interest = |π(x)− Li(x)|,

where Li(x) =
∫ x
2

1
ln(t)dt is the (offset) logarithmic integral

(so Li(x) = li(x)− li(2))



Number Theory—Riemann Hypothesis

Von Koch (1907) showed that the Riemann hypothesis is
equivalent to the statement that

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤
√
x ln(x)

for x ≥ 2.01.



Number Theory—Riemann Hypothesis

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ -digits10(x)ˆ(1/4) + digits2(x)

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ sqrt(number(x)) - log(euler phi(x))

|π(x)− Li(x)| ≤ max(digits10(x), 1/2*sqrt(previous prime(x)))

These bounds are no more than
√
x ln(x) for 3 ≤ x ≤ 1, 000, 000



Number Theory—Goldbach’s Conjecture

For any positive integer x > 3 let Goldbach(x) be the number of
ways x can be written as a sum of two primes.

Goldbach(x) ≥ 1/digits10(x)

Goldbach(x) ≥ digits10(x) - 1



Graph Theory—Independence Number

The independence number α of a graph is the largest number of
nodes with no edges between any pair.

α = 4



Graph Theory—Independence Number

α(x) ≥ lovasz theta(x) - min degree(x)

α(x) ≥ min{edges - order + 1,diameter}



Graph Theory—Domination Number

The domination number γ of a graph is the fewest number of
nodes so that these nodes are adjacent to all other nodes.

γ = 3



Graph Theory—Domination Number

domination number ≤ fractional independence number

domination number ≤ annihilation number

domination number ≤ 1/2*order(x)

domination number ≤ size(x) - 1

domination number ≤ order(x) - max degree(x)



Graph Theory—Chromatic Number

The chromatic number of a graph is the fewest number of colors
needed to color the graph so that adjacent vertices are different
colors.



Graph Theory—Chromatic Number

chromatic number(x) ≤ order(x)

chromatic number(x) ≤ brooks(x)

chromatic number(x) ≤ number of triangles(x) + rank(x)

chromatic number(x) ≤ maximum average degree(x) + 1



Combinatorial Games—Chomp

Chomp is an impartial two-player perfect information game that
terminates in a finite number of moves; thus it has a winning
strategy. The winning strategy in the general case is not known.



Combinatorial Games—Chomp

A P-position is one where the previous player to play has a winning
strategy.



Combinatorial Games—Chomp P-theory

For any P-position, number of cookies ≤ 2*number of columns-1.



Linear Programming—Optimal Value

Objective: max cx̂
Ax̂ ≤ b̂

optimum(x) ≤ 2*b length(x) + polytope integral points(x)

optimum(x) ≤ 2/(number of rows(x) - 1) + 2*b length(x)



Matrix Theory—Determinants of Symmetric
Matrices

determinant(x) ≤ permanent(x)
determinant(x) ≤ maximum eigenvalue(x)*trace(x)
determinant(x) ≤ (rank(x) + 1)*spectral radius(x)

determinant(x) ≥ minimum eigenvalue(x)*separator(x)
determinant(x) ≥ minimum(permanent(x), log(nullity(x)))



Integer Sequences

input sequence = [1, 3, 4, 7, 11]

last term(x) ≥ average difference(x) + 1
last term(x) ≥ previous term(x) + 1
last term(x) ≥ min(sum of previous two(x), 2*previous term(x))

last term(x) ≤ sum of previous two(x)
last term(x) ≤ 2*previous term(x) + 1



Integer Sequences

input sequence = [100, 104, 108]

last term(x) ≥ average difference(x) + previous term(x)

last term(x) ≤ average difference(x) + previous term(x)

[100, 104, 108, 112]



Integer Sequences

input sequence = [1, 3, 9, 27, 81]

last term(x) ≥ average ratio(x)*previous term(x)
last term(x) ≥ average ratio(x)

last term(x) ≤ average ratio(x) ∧ previous term(x)
last term(x) ≤ average ratio(x)*previous term(x)

[1, 3, 9, 27, 81, 243]



Data Classification—Iris Setosa



Data Classification—Iris Setosa

petal length(x) ≤ 1/2*sepal length(x) - 1/2
petal length(x) ≤ sepal width(x) - 3/2

petal length(x) ≥ (sepal length(x) - 1)/sepal width(x)
petal length(x) ≥ 2*petal width(x) + 1/2



Graph Theory Properties—Hamiltonicity

A Hamiltonian cycle in a graph is a cycle that covers all of the
vertices of the graph.



Graph Theory Properties—Hamiltonicity

(is hamiltonian) ⇒ ((is chordal)⇒(is dirac))

(is hamiltonian)⇒(has radius leq card center)

(is hamiltonian)⇒((has perfect matching)⇒(is class1))



Graph Theory Properties—Independence Number
equals Residue

I The degree sequence a listing of the degrees of the vertices of
the graph.

I 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2.



Graph Theory Properties—Independence Number
equals Residue

I 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2.

I 6 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2.

I 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1.

I 6 3, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1.

I 2, 1, 1, 1, 1.

I 6 2, 0, 0, 1, 1.

I 1, 1, 0, 0.

I 6 1, 0, 0, 0.

I 0, 0, 0.
residue = 3



Graph Theory Properties—Independence Number
equals Residue

(has residue equals alpha)⇒((is bipartite)⇒(is circular planar))

(has residue equals alpha)⇒((is perfect)|(is eulerian))



Graph Theory Properties—Even-hole Free Graphs

((diameter equals twice radius)&(is two connected))⇒(is even hole free)
(is chordal)⇒(is even hole free)
TRUE

(is even hole free)⇒((is dirac)⇒(is chordal))
(is even hole free)⇒((is kite free)⇒(is H free))
(is even hole free)⇒((is perfect)⇒(is chordal))
TRUE



Graph Theory Properties—Pebbling

π(G ), the pebbling number of a graph G is the lowest natural
number n that satisfies the following condition:

Given any target or ‘root’ vertex in the graph and any initial
configuration of n pebbles on the graph, it is possible, after a series
of pebbling moves, to reach a new configuration in which the
designated root vertex has one or more pebbles.

Graphs whose pebbling number is equal to their number of vertices
are said to be of Class 0.



Graph Theory Properties—Pebbling

(is pebbling class0) ⇒ (is connected)
TRUE

(is clique)⇒ (is pebbling class0)
TRUE

(((is line graph)∧(is planar))&(is locally connected))⇒(is pebbling class0)
((is p4 free)&(is eulerian))⇒(is pebbling class0)
((∼(matching covered))&(is two connected))⇒(is pebbling class0)



The Program

I Open-source

I Written for Sage

I Python

I Lots of standard mathematical packages: GAP, R, GLPK,
CVXOPT, NumPy, SciPy

I Lots of Graph Theory

I Growing



The Program



A last example



A last example



Thank You!

Automated Conjecturing in Sage:
http://nvcleemp.github.io/conjecturing/

clarson@vcu.edu

http://nvcleemp.github.io/conjecturing/

